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PF-compact spaces are defined. Every almost realcompact space is PF-compact and every 
separable PF-compact space is almost realcompact. Nonetheless in the constructible universe 
V = L, a space of cardinality Ht is PF-compact if, and only if, the closure of each of its countable 
subsets is almost realcompact, and 01 is hereditarily PF-compact. 
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1. Introduction 
A topological space X is PF-compact (LF-compact) provided that if %! is an 
ultrafilter over X without a cluster point then some point-finite (locally finite) 
subcollection of % has no cluster point. We give a characterization of the Lindeliif 
property, which suggests the conjecture that a space is LF-compact if, and only if, 
it is PF-compact. We identify the LF-compact spaces as the almost realcompact 
spaces of Z. Frolik [2] and use this result to show that in separable spaces 
PF-compactness and LF-compactness coincide. We show that a locally countable 
w-bounded space X of cardinality K1 is PF-compact if, and only if, every uniform 
ultrafilter over X is regular. It follows that in the constructible universe V = L, w1 
with its order topology is a hereditarily PF-compact space that is not LF-compact; 
it remains an unanswered question whether it is also consistent in ZFC that this 
space fails to be PF-compact. In the constructible universe a space of cardinality 
Kr is PF-compact if, and only .if, the closure of each of its countable subsets is 
almost relacompact. 
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Throughout this paper we assume that the axiom of choice obtains and that all 
topological spaces under consideration are regular Hausdorff spaces, and we make 
use of these assumptions without explicit mention. 
2. PF-compactness and LF-compactness 
The definitions of PF-compact and LF-compact spaces are suggested by the 
following characterizations of Lindelof spaces. 
Proposition 2.1. Let X be a topological space. Then the following statements are 
equivalent. 
(a) Every filter over X without a cluster point has a locally finite subcollection 
without a cluster point. 
(b) Every filter over X without a cluster point has a point-finite subcollection without 
a cluster point. 
(c) X is a Lindeliif space. 
Proof. That (a) rS (b) is evident. 
(b)=$ (c) Suppose that d is a collection of closed sets with the countable intersec- 
tion property that has no cluster point. Then d generates a filter 9 with the 
countable intersection property that has no cluster point and there is a point-finite 
subcollection 9 of 9 that has no cluster point. Then 8 contains a countably 
infinite point-finite subcollection -a contradiction. 
(c)j (a) Let 9 be a filter without a cluster point and for each x E X let G, be 
an open set about x and let F, be a closed member of 9 disjoint from G,. By 
hypothesis, {G,Ix EX} has a countable subcover {Gxili EN}. For each n EN set 
E, = f-K’=1 Fxi. Then {E&z EN} is a locally finite subcollection of 9 without a cluster 
point. 0 
It is easy to see that without loss of generality we may replace ‘filter’ by ‘filter 
base’ in the proposition above as well as in the definition of PF-compactness and 
LF-compactness. 
The following proposition, whose proof we omit, indicates the extent to which 
PF-compactness and LF-compactness mimic the behavior of realcompactness. 
Proposition 2.2. (a) PF-compactness and LF-compactness are closed hereditary and 
productive properties. 
(b) Let X be a space in which all singleton-point sets are GA-sets. If Xis PF-compact 
(LF-compact), then X is hereditarily PF-compact (hereditarily LF-compact). 
(c) If (X, Y) is a hereditarily PF-compact (hereditarily LF-compact) space and 
.Y’ is finer than Y, then (X, .Y’) is also hereditarily PF-compact (hereditarily LF- 
compact). 
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It is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.2(a) that every realcompact 
space is LF-compact, but there is a sharper result. 
Definition [2]. A space X is almost realcompact if for every ultrafilter % of open 
sets such that {o]U E Q} has the countable intersection property it is the case that 
% has a cluster point. In a normal countably paracompact space almost realcompact- 
ness and realcompactness coincide, [2, Theorem 111. 
Proposition 2.3. A topological space is LF-compact if, and only if, it is almost 
realcompact. 
Proof. Let X be an almost realcompact space and let % be an ultrafilter without 
a cluster point. Let d be the collection of all open sets belonging to Q and let CB 
be an ultrafilter of open sets containing d. Suppose that $9 has a cluster point p. 
Then there is a closed set C E % such that p& C and there is a closed set B so that 
p E int(B) and B n C = 0. Since p&X-B and 99 is an ultrafilter of open sets, we 
have that X -B & 3. Thus X -B .& Oi2 so that B, and hence X - C, belongs to %, a 
contradiction. Since 9 is an ultrafilter of open sets that has no cluster point, there 
is a countable subcollection {G,]n E tV} of Ce such that nz=r 6, = 0. For each 
n E IV, X - G,, & Ce so that H, = nr= 1 Gi E 62. Evidently {H,,]n E IV} is the required 
locally finite subcollection of “u that has no cluster point. 
Now let X be an LF-compact space. Suppose that 9 is an ultrafilter of open 
sets that has no cluster point and let % be an ultrafilter containing $5 There is a 
locally finite subcollection %’ of Q that has no cluster point. Without loss of 
generality we assume that %’ = {U,]n E hJ} where each U, is closed. Since for each 
n EN, X- U”g.7, there exists F,, ~9 such that F,, nX- CJ,=O. It follows that 
X-(X - U,,) E 9, and since X - (X - U,) c U,, we have that 
6 x-x-u,=0. 0 
n=l 
Since in a countably compact space every locally finite collection is finite, the 
characterization of almost realcompactness as LF-compactness makes transparent 
that every almost realcompact countably compact space is compact, [2, Theorem 
21. The definitions of PF-compactness, LF-compactness, and almost realcompact- 
ness all suggest purely set-theoretic counterparts. The next proposition is an 
immediate consequence of Propositions 2.1 and 2.3. 
Proposition 2.4. Let X be a set. 
(a) Every free filter over X has a free point-finite subcollection if, and only if, X 
is a countable set. 
(b) Every non-principal (= free) ultrafilter over X has a free point-finite subcollec - 
tion if, and only if, X is a non-measurable set. 
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3. Countably compact PF-compact spaces 
We turn now to the problem of finding a PF-compact space that is not LF-compact. 
Evidently Proposition 2.4(b) assures that a discrete space of measurable ca;dinality 
is not PF-compact. Moreover, the following proposition shows that PF-compactness 
and LF-compactness coincide in separable spaces. It follows from this proposition 
that without the condition of regularity, assumed throughout this paper, it is possible 
to find an almost realcompact space that is not LF-compact. For rL [3, 101 is a 
pseudocompact locally compact separable Moore space that is not PF-compact and 
like any other Hausdorff space, it can be embedded as a closed subspace of an 
H-closed space X, [12, Theorem 31. It is evident that X must be an almost 
realcompact space that is not even PF-compact. 
Proposition 3.1. Every separable PF-compact space is almost realcompact. 
Proof. Let X be a separable PF-compact space, and let A be a countable dense 
subset of X. Suppose that % is an ultrafilter of open sets in X that has no cluster 
point and yet each countable subcollection of “u has a cluster point. Let 9 be an 
ultrafilter over X that extends the filter base {U n AIU E a}. Then 9 has no cluster 
point and so there is a point-finite subcollection {P, la E A} of 8 that has no cluster 
point. Since A ~9, {Pala EA} iscountable. Let (Y EA. If X -pa E %, then (X -pm)n 
A ~gsothat (X -pa)nA np, l 9,acontradictionThusforeach~~ ~rl,X -pa&%, 
and there exist open sets G, E % so that G,n(X -r’,) = 0. It follows that (7{??& E 
A} c n{pol ]a E A} = 0, a contradiction. Cl 
Definition [5, 81. A space X is w-bounded (strongly countably compact) provided 
that every countable subset has compact closure. 
Corollary. A PF-compact countably compact space is w-bounded. 
Definition. Let X be a set of infinite cardinality and let % be an ultrafilter over 
X. Then Q is uniform provided that all members of % have the same cardinality 
(namely IX]). 
Definition [9]. An ultrafilter Q over a set X of uncountable cardinality m is regular 
if there is a subcollection “Ir of % such that ]“lr] = m and the intersection of any 
countable subcollection of ‘V is empty. 
Proposition 3.2. Let X be a set of cardinality K1 and let Y be a locally countable 
w-bounded topology on X. Then (X, Y) is PF-compact if, and only if, every uniform 
ultrafilter over X is regular. 
Proof. Suppose that every uniform ultrafilter over X is regular, and let % be an 
ultrafilter over X that has no cluster point. Then no member of Q is compact and 
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since (X, 9) is o-bounded it follows that % is a uniform, and hence regular, 
ultrafilter over X. Thus there is a point-finite subcollection “tr of % such that 
]“lr] = Ki. Since each point has a countable neighborhood, Y can have no cluster 
point. 
Now suppose that (X, Y) is PF-compact and let % be a uniform ultrafilter over 
X. Since each point has a countable neighborhood, % has no cluster point and 
there is a point-finite subcollection .9 of % with no cluster point. Since (X, 9) is 
countably compact, we have that ]9]= Sci. It follows that % is regular. 0 
Corollary. The following statements are equivalent. 
(a) w 1 with its order topology is PF-compact. 
(b) w1 with its order topology is hereditarily PF-compact. 
(c) Every uniform ultrafilter over w 1 is regular. 
Karel Prikry has shown that condition (c) of the preceding corollary obtains in 
the constructible universe V = L, [ll, Theorem 31 and the condition also obtains 
in models of set theory in which V = L is false. It is an unanswered question whether 
it is consistent that there exists a non-regular uniform ultrafilter over w1 (see [6, 
Chapter 6, 9 381 and [7, Question 3.231). Therefore, at the very least, it is consistent 
that o1 is a countably compact hereditarily PF-compact space that is not compact. 
Proposition 3.3 (V = L). A topological space X of cardinality KI is PF-compact if, 
and only if, the closure of each of its countable subsets is almost realcompact. 
Proof. By Proposition 3.1, the closure of each countable subset of a PF-compact 
space is almost realcompact. 
Let X be a space of cardinality Ki in which the closure of each countable subset 
is almost realcompact, and let % be an ultrafilter over X that has no cluster point. 
Suppose that %! is a uniform ultrafilter. Then, under the hypothesis that V = L, % 
is a regular ultrafilter and so there is a point-finite subcollection {Pa Ia <wI} of %. 
Since IX]= Ki, there is an open cover {HP ]a <wi} of X so that for each (Y <WI, 
X -H, E 021. Thus {Pa n (X -Ha) 1 a < wl} is the required point-finite subcollection 
of % that has no cluster point. 
Now suppose that % is not a uniform ultrafilter. Then there is a countable subset 
A of X so that A E ‘3. Since A is almost realcompact, every ultrafilter over A without 
a cluster point contains a locally finite closed subcollection that has no cluster point. 
In particular { U n A I U E %} has a locally finite closed subcollection without a cluster 
point. Cl 
Corollary (V = L). A countably compact space of cardinality K1 is PF-compact if, 
and only if, it is w-bounded. 
Example 3.4 (V = L). Let X be a Z-product of Ki compact metric spaces. Then 
X is a normal countably compact PF-compact space. 
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Proof. It is evident that X is w-bounded and that IX]= Ki. Moreover X is normal 
[ 1, Theorems 1 and 21. 0 
We state the problem instanced in our title. 
Problem. Does there really exist a (hereditarily) PF-compact (countably compact) 
space that is not LF-compact? 
Note that it follows from the corollary to Proposition 3.1 that any countably 
compact example yielding a positive solution to the problem must be o-bounded, 
and it has been shown by G. Gruenhage and independently by D. Burke that 
every o-bounded space that is not compact contains a perfect preimage of wt [4, 
Lemma 11. 
Just as it is easy to construct a non-regular almost realcompact space that is not 
PF-compact, it is also easy to construct a non-regular PF-compact space that is not 
almost realcompact. 
Example 3.5. Let 9 be a regular ultrafilter over wi and let {G, Icr E A} be a 
point-finite subcollection of 9 of cardinality Ki. Let d be the set of countable 
subcollections of 9 that have empty intersection, and let 9 be the set of all free 
ultrafilters over o 1 that do not contain {G, 1 a E A}. Let X = & u 5%’ u w 1. The points 
of w I are isolated. For each A cd where A = {H,, I n E N} choose xk E n:= I H, for 
each k EN. A typical member of a countable neighborhood base for A is a set of 
the form {A}u {xk I k am}, where m EN. If % is an ultrafilter belonging to 3, 
{U u{Wl u E qt) is a neighborhood base for 5% It is straightforward to verify that 
the resulting topological space X is a PF-compact Ti space that is not almost 
realcompact; it follows from that half of the proof of Proposition 2.3 not requiring 
regularity that the space X is also not LF-compact. 
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